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Supplementary section devoted to calculations, glossary, and formula 

 

Abbreviations  

A = Amps  

Ah = Amp-hours  

AC = Alternating Current  

DC = Direct Current  

NVR = Network Video Recorder  

V = Volts  

W = Watts  

Wh = Watt-hours 

 

Calculate Battery Amp-Hours  

Example: Network Video Recorder (NVR) using four cameras (NVR uses 25 W and each 

camera adds 5 W to the system)  

 

NVR + 4 cameras = 25 + (4*5) = 45 W  

 

We want to run the system continuously without replacing batteries.  

 

1) The NVR system uses 45 W * 24 hours = 1,080 Wh per day;  

 

2) The AC to DC inverter is 90% efficient (an estimate). Wh / efficiency of the inverter = 1,080 

Wh / 0.90 = 1,200 Wh per day;  

 

3) To convert Watt-hours to Amp-hours, divide by the battery voltage. Wh / V = 1,200 Wh / 12 

V = 100 Ah per day;  

 

4) We are using deep-cycle lead-acid batteries and do not want to completely discharge them. 

Less discharge means a longer battery life; however, for research purposes, we allow 

discharges up to 50%. 100 Ah / 0.5 = 200 Ah per day;  

 

5) We need to incorporate days of insufficient sunlight because of clouds and inclement weather 

(solar panels charge batteries daily unless there is insufficient sunlight). This estimate is 

determined by how much one is willing to pay because additional number of days factored 

into battery bank storage increases Amp-hours and cost. We will factor in 2 days batteries 

can run efficiently without the need to be recharged. 200 A hours * 2 = 400 Ah;  

 

6) Additional considerations include wire length and efficiency (90% – 95%). 400 A hours / 

0.90 = 444 Ah. 

 



7) The deep-cycle lead-acid batteries need to provide at least 444 Ah. 

 

Calculate Solar Panel Size  

We need to size solar panels to charge the batteries.  

 

1) Solar exposure varies at each site; therefore, check the number of sun-hours at your site. 

South Florida, during the least sunny month of the year, on average, receives 4.5 sun-hours; 

however, if you do not plan on running your equipment the entire year then focus on sun-

hours during those selected field research months; 

 

2) The system uses 1,080 W per day. We divide by 4.5 sun-hours (South Florida) per day. 1,080 

W / 4.5 sun-hours = 240 W panel;  

 

3) Solar panels are not 100% efficient as energy is lost as heat during each conversion step. We 

will use a conservative estimate of 75%. 240 W / 0.75 = 320 W;  

 

4) The solar panels need to produce at least 320 Watts. 

 

Calculate Charge Controller  

Charge controllers protect batteries from being overcharged by the solar panels.  

 

1) To calculate how many Amps your charge controller needs to handle, use the formula W / V 

= A. We know the W value for the solar panels is 320 and the battery V value is 12. 320 W / 

12 V = 26.7 ≈ 27 A;  

 

2) Charge controllers rated 27 Amps and above are sufficient for this system set up. 

 

Calculate AC / DC Inverter   

Pure sine wave inverters run all types of electronics safely.  

 

1) The NVR and cameras run on 45 watts, and we add a 20% safety factor. 45 W * 120% = 54 

Watts;  

 

2) Pure sine wave inverters rated 60 Watts and above are sufficient for this system set up. 

 

Calculate solar panel tilt angle  

Winter add 15° to your local latitude, summer subtract 15° to from local latitude. 

 

Example: Key Largo’s Latitude is 25. 0865° N 

  

1) Winter tilt angle: 25. 0865° + 15° = 40.0865°  

2) Spring tilt angle: 25. 0865°  

3) Summer tilt angle: 25. 0865° - 15° = 10.0865°  

4) Fall tilt angle: 25. 0865° 

 

 



Additional Note 

A low voltage disconnect senses battery voltage and will disconnect and reconnect loads based 

on battery condition. Some charge controllers already have a low voltage disconnect in them. We 

recommend this additional item to the system; however, the system will work without it. 

 

Glossary  

Alternating Current – a type of electrical current where the direction of electron flow periodically 

reverses direction (AC).  

Amperes – a unit of measure of the current in an electrical conductor (A, Amp).  

Direct Current – a type of electrical current where the direction of electron flow is in one 

direction (DC).  

Volts – a unit of measure of potential difference (V).  

Watts – a unit of measure of electrical power (W). 

 

Formula  

Watts (W) = Volts (V) * Amps (A) 


